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Unwrap the gift of love.

Hydrating Makeup + Dirt Remover 4 oz.- $29.50 
Designed with biodegradable, delicate moisturizing 
ingredients to condition the skin and effectively 
cleanse + clear stubborn makeup residue without 
irritating or drying out the face. It cleans out oil 
clogged pores + impurities as well as soften and 
smooth skin with glycerin, chamomile, vitamin c and 
aloe leaf. Directions: pour a small amount of 
Hydrating Makeup + Dirt Remover into palm, smooth 
over face, neck, eyes-use alone for a wonderful 
cleanse or follow with t4 alpha beta cleanser for oily 
break out skin or H pre biotic cleanser for aging, dry, 
red skin; then tone + moisturize.

Instant Peptide/Silica Skin Smoother .5oz.- 
$38.00
What It Is: Wrinkle filling face primer. Primes and 
smoothes skin by instantly filling lines and wrinkles. 

Advanced peptides help smooth skin and repair 
the barrier complex. Collagen Spheres and Silica 
provide a subtle, soft focus, light diffusing effect. 
What's Inside: Dermaxyl is a powerful wrinkle 
smoother. Microfine Spherical Silica imparts light 
diffusing properties. Marine Derived Collagen 
Filling Spheres are for skin smoothing and a soft 
focus effect. How ToUse: apply just a tiny bit to 
wrinkle creases over clean, moisturized skin. can 
be worn alone or under foundation.

Dual Action Concealer- Light~Medium .4 oz.- 
$33.50
This anti-aging concealer helps to 
gradually improve skin's texture 

while neutralizing dark circles. Its medium 
coverage provides continuous hydration. 
What's Inside: Tetrapeptide 5 depuffs, 
smoothes, brightens, improves elasticity 
around the eyes. Derma filler helps restore skin volume and 
smooth away fine wrinkles. Providing  Matrixyl® Synthe 
6™, an advanced ceramide peptide with long-term wrinkle 
smoothing . Photonic Crystal Technology helps neutralize 
darkness. Caffeine stimulates micro-circulation, contains 
powerful antioxidants and provides anti-inflammatory 
benefits. Vitamin C helps promote collagen synthesis and 
skin brightening. Vitamin E combats free radical 
scavengers. How To Use: Apply under eyes and over 
imperfections using a concealer brush or fingertips.

Pure Mineral Loose Eyeshadows w/ 
Rollerball Application- $27.00
Soft, subtle, blendable shades with long-lasting 
color. Can be blended with foundations to 
customize shades or wet to be used as liners or 
lip tints.

Contour Powder Duo- $34.50 
Each pair of contour powders 
sculpts, contours and 
highlights facial features 

with sheer color and a satin finish. 
What's Inside: Vitamins C & E combat 

free radical scavengers.  How To Use: Apply 
deeper shade with a blush brush to define and contour 
under cheekbones, along sides of nose and jaw line. 
Apply blush or highlighter shade on top of cheekbone 
for color and to soften contours.
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Organic Chubbie, Merlot- $32.00 
Sheer, hydrating, build-able color for lips + 

cheeks + eyes. The versatile 
cheek tint is retractable and small enough to 
carry everywhere one goes. Cheeks: Swipe 
on cheek bone and blend up and out with 
fingers, sponge or brush. Eyes: Apply with 
choice of brush all over lid for a sheer wash of 
color. Lips: Use lip brush or finger.
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The highest compliment you can give me is to forward this newsletter to a friend.

3 THINGS TO DO BEFORE NOON EACH DAY

(http://www.marcandangel.com/2017/08/06/3-little-things-you-should-do-every-day-before-noon/) 

The key is to get them done in the morning hours of ‘your morning,’ before the drag of the 
afternoon gets the best of you.


1.  Wash your dishes, as soon as you finish your breakfast every morning. 
Now you can leverage your breakfast to strengthen your self-discipline. 
Self-discipline is a vital skill to be honed.  It is the ability to overcome distractions and get the important 
things done.  A lack of self-discipline for most of us is simply the result of a lack of focus.  In other words, we 
tell ourselves we are going to do something, but then we don’t. 
2.  Use exercise to train your body and mind (for fifteen minutes or less).
Exercise is the simplest and fastest way to change your life, not only because it strengthens your body, but 
because it also strengthens your mind.  In a vast world that is often well beyond your control, exercise 
becomes a personal space where you are able to train and regain mastery over your world.  Only you can 
move your body.  Only you can put one foot in front of the other.  Only you get to decide how far you will 
push yourself. 
3.  Establish presence through meditation (for fifteen minutes or less).
A morning meditation ritual of only 15 minutes is no easy feat for most beginners.  During the first several 
attempts at meditation, most novice meditators tend to find it near impossible to quiet their mind.  Because 
of this, many of us try meditation once or twice and do not see the value in it—it does not immediately instill 
the same sense of control over ourselves, and our world, that exercise does.  But with practice, and 
patience, meditation can be far more powerful. 
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Jennifer Chwalek 
“A gentle glycolic 
cleanser at night 
followed by a hyaluronic 
acid moisturizer works 
wonders for a dry, dull 
complexion.”

David Bank 
If you have dark circles 
under your eyes, “retinol 
thickens collagen under 
the eyes in about a month, 
which makes the skin less 
transparent.”

(Allure/March 2017/pg. 49)
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